Dear friends of La Diosa
We want to give a big thank you to all
who dropped by and wished us a
happy 3rd birthday. It was great
having you around the clinic on
Sunday, giggling, chatting and sharing
these special moments with us.
We had a great time and lots of fun,
and we entirely enjoyed seeing you
happy and relaxed after our short
'sample' treatments, chocolate and
champagne.
Thank you for your ongoing support
that keep us going and make us feel
fulfilled with the fact that there are so
many of you which appreciate our
services and high quality products.

We are proud to announce the lucky lottery winners that won
the free voucher for:

Big thank you to James Kerley for
helping us to pull lucky winners. His
new book “The man plan” will be in La 1. 60 minibus reflexology = Cathy Cooney
Diosa mid-November. Great book for
2. 60 minutes aromatherapy = Michelle Duong
blokes and Christmas present for man. 3. 60 minutes craniosacral therapy= Headther Feather
Bright blessings
Jasminka and team

4. 60 min counselling =Tina Arnold
5. 60 min reconnective healing= Miroslav Ilic

Study:

Dropped 28 Pounds in 10 Weeks
Using 150mg of This
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by Dr Mercola

All they did was take 150mg of this ancient extract while
maintaining the same diet and exercise level - and they shed an
average of 28 pounds (the placebo group shed just 3 pounds).

As you age, it becomes more challenging to
keep excess inches off your abdomen.
Let me assure you, abdominal fat is fat you
don't want hanging around. “Belly” or
abdominal fat is the fat that surrounds your
organs.
Abdominal fat promotes the release of
“cytokines” cell-signaling protein molecules
associated with less-than-optimal health. Belly
fat can be the most difficult fat to lose, being
resistant to many of the best diet and exercise
programs.
Now, breakthrough research has finally
discovered a way to help reduce this
stubborn belly fat.
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Why Belly Fat Develops Handin-Hand with Middle Age
Perhaps you've heard the expression
“middle-age spread”. As you reach
middle age and beyond, your body
begins to store and release fat
differently. And this all happens out of
sight at your body's cellular level.
Your fat cells control their size and
number by secreting three different
'command signals':
- Leptin
- Adiponectin
- Glycerol-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase
These command signals tell your brain
whether to stop or to continue to eat.
And you'll soon discover that it's
because of these three substances
that many young, physically active
people can consume what seems like
endless calories without packing on
pounds.

The Commander of Your Fat
Cells
No more starvation diets.
Have you ever noticed that when
you're trying your hardest to control

normal task of controlling your
eating, it becomes easier to achieve
and maintain your normal body
weight.
And this can happen without
excessive will power or starvation
diets.

Meet Leptin, What I Consider
to Be Your Best Friend When
it Comes to Eating
The hormone leptin is key for
helping your body maintain its lean
composition.
Here's how it works The fat cells in
your body secrete a hormone called
leptin.
Leptin works as a chemical signal in
your blood that tells your brain you
have eaten enough.
When things are working optimally,
you “hear” that message and you
stop eating.
Your body really doesn't want to
pack away more pounds than it
needs. Your body naturally seeks to
stay within your ideal weight zone.
Not only does leptin help shut down
your hunger, it also helps you burn
more calories. Leptin stimulates the
breakdown of stored triglycerides
from your fat cells.
But, as you'll soon see, all doesn't
always work perfectly.

The Vicious Cycle of Leptin
Overload
Here's the problem
your weight, all you can think about is
food?
What if you could go about your day
(and evening) focused on things
besides dieting and eating?
Wouldn't that constitute a major
personal breakthrough? And, best of
all, healthy signals to your brain
regarding eating would just happen,
without undue thought or action.
You'd help reduce some of the
distraction.*
Ideally, you would simply sit down at
the table and eat only enough to
satisfy yourself.
Here's the thing When you allow your
brain - and your body to go about its

Most overweight individuals already
have high levels of leptin circulating
in their bloodstream. And because
of this overload, their fat cells
become less sensitive to leptin that
is, cells do not receive and respond
to leptin signals optimally.
Researchers now understand how
leptin resistance can lead to weight
gain and stubborn weight loss.
When you're overweight, your fat
cells also increase in size. They
pump more and more leptin into
your bloodstream in an attempt to
better get their message through to
your brain. But, unfortunately, your
brain does not “hear” the message
in an optimal way.

In response, two things happen.
First, your body burns less fat.
Second, your fat cells soak up fewer
free fatty acids from your
bloodstream. The overabundance of
fatty acids in your blood causes your
muscles to become less responsive to
insulin than they ideally should,
ultimately leading to a rise in blood
sugar. This in turn only leads to more
free fatty acids, more fat stores and a
vicious cycle.

But That's Not All. There are
Still Two More to Go
We've talked about leptin and how it's
an important chemical signal that
commands your brain to cease eating.
The second signal produced and
released by your fat cells is
adiponectin a hormone that helps to
maintain your body's normal insulin
sensitivity. As the amount of fat tissue
increases, the level of adiponectin
decreases. Larger fat cells naturally
produce less adiponectin. Levels of
adiponectin also appear to be directly
related to belly fat.
Overall, levels are lower in overweight
people and higher in lean people.
When you lose weight, more
adiponectin is available to promote
health.
Last but not least, glycerol-3phosphate dehydrogenase is the third
command signal that your fat cells
produce. This is an enzyme that helps
convert starch and sugar calories to
stored body fat.
I probably don't need to state the
obvious, but I'm sure you're
beginning to see why maintaining
healthy, normal levels of these three
substances may be helpful for not just
a lean and trim body, but for total
health.*
Just to summarize how these three
substances can help contribute to
maintenance of your ideal weight in
my opinion, the perfect weight loss
tool would help:

- Increase adiponectin
- Decrease glycerol-3phosphate dehydrogenase
- Allow leptin's natural
signals to be “heard” optimally
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But to be honest, once I learned about
Irvingia and heard about the
tremendous benefits it offers, I knew I
had to add it to BioTHIN.*

Introducing BioTHIN with
Irvingia
BioTHIN with Irvingia is an all-new
and all-natural supplement that Dr.
Mercola formulated to help better
support your weight loss when
combined with diet and exercise.*

In my opinion, BioTHIN with
Irvingia is now one of the most
complete weight management
supplements available.*

Andthis product is intended to help
harmonize with the way you were
designed to lose weight - and with
overall healthy living.*

BioTHIN with Irvingia is formulated to
give you the edge you seek, to make a
long- term difference in your weight
loss and consequently, overall health.*

And as I mentioned previously, a
healthy eating plan using NT, and a
regular exercise plan are critical keys
for success in helping to manage your
weight and overall wellness. BioTHIN
with Irvingia was formulated as a
natural complement to all this to help
you even more.*

Preliminary evidence suggests that it
works deep down at one of the sources
of the issue at the command level that
controls your fat cells.*

You may be familiar with our
previous BioTHIN product. We've
And with BioTHIN, you get much
had great success with that
more than just Irvingia
product and it has helped many
people take control of their
Available at La Diosa $32.95
weight management.*

Introducing new therapist Emilia
Some of the many techniques she
might use are:
- Usui Reiki Level 4 Master and
instructor.
Trained in the Usui System of Natural
Healing founded by Dr. Mikao Usui.
With over 20 years experience.

We would like to introduce gifted
Emilia who will be at the clinic
every Wednesday. She is an
energy healer with many diplomas
and certificates under her wings,
but what makes her so special is
the gift she was given from her
grandmother, which is a very
unique way of healing.
So if you feel stuck in any area of
your life, emotional, financial or in
health, you should come and see
what this interesting healer might
shift for you.

perfection and
our original life blueprint.

- Cell Regeneration

A natural healing modality designed to
regenerate, rejuvenate and overcome
all sorts of health impairments by
working on the genetic program of the
- Spiritual Healing
cells organ. Every cell is energy with
Is an active partnership between the intelligence and consciousness. When
healer and the person receiving
one cell in an organ turns abnormal it
healing. Energy is transmitted from a becomes the 'leader' cell which causes
higher source through the healer.
the remaining cells to go into a state
The aim is to bring mind, body and
of disease. When we treat the leader
spirit in harmony and balance.
cell and remove the negative
information in its nucleus, all other
cells are restored to health and
- Soul Healing
Our journey through life takes many harmony.
turns, but our initial exposures, in
- Reconnective Healing
infancy and childhood, strongly
mould our self-concept and
A form of healing that reconnects us to
expectations about how life will be.
the fullness of the universe and the
fullness of our beings and of who we
In alignment with many spiritual
are. It introduces our body to unique
traditions, Emilia sees people as
energies and attunes us to "new"
having two "parts": one eternal,
frequencies of energy/light and
called the essence or soul, and one
information, which allow for healing on
transitory, called the ego.
all levels, physical, mental, emotional,
spiritual and more.

- Signature Cell Healing
A technique which focuses energy on
the "signature cell," or God cell,
which lies within
the pineal gland. This all-important
cell holds the memory of our cellular

- Theta Healing
The theta healing technique is a
powerful one & it rapidly takes both
the practitioner & the client to the
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Introducing new therapist Emilia
theta level of brainwave activity
where a very deep state of relaxation
occurs. Theta healing looks for the
causes of blockages, such as their
limited/restrictive belief systems,
repressed emotions, fears, & traumas.
These blockages limit your life's true
potential.

- Crystal Healing
Different crystals resonate with
varying frequencies of light and emit
vibration that can help increase our
own healing energy and assist to
regain a healthy balance.

- Meridian Healing
Meridians are the pathways of qi
(chi) and blood flow through the
body. Qi flows continuously from one
meridian to another. Any break in the
flow is an indication of imbalance.
Restoring the overall health and
wellbeing, I assist in repairing
disfunctioning areas within their
meridian systems to restore a
natural balance.

- Hypnotherapy
We use exercises that bring about a
deep relaxation and an altered state
of consciousness. When something
happens to us, we remember it and
- Energetic Healing
All styles work on the physical, mental, learn a particular behaviour in
response to what happened. Each
emotional & spiritual levels. A great
tool for reducing stress & anxiety, can time something similar happens, our
physical and emotional reactions
be used to overcome spiritual,
attached to the memory are
emotional or physical imbalances,
repeated. In some cases these
restrictive belief systems, improving
your health and enhancing your quality reactions are unhealthy. Emilia will
guide you to remember the event
of life.

that led to the first reaction, separate
the memory from the learned
behaviour, and replace unhealthy
behaviours with new, healthier ones.

- Chakra Balancing
Balancing your chakras improves your
health and wellbeing, physically,
mentally and emotionally. Each chakra
is associated with different parts of us
and they need to be in balance.
Chakra balancing offers very positive
results - improving your health and
making you feel good about yourself.

- Past Life Trauma
Each lifetime is affected by the
previous lifetime. You have built
yourself through your trials, hardships,
and experiences. Past lives build on
one another. Energetically, they are
like layers of an onion.
Healing an issue from a past life frees
you to move forward in this life,
unencumbered by the chains of that
problem.

La Diosa 3rd birthday
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Meditation classes resume 13th November
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The medical profession buries its mistakes
Can you live with that?
" More than 500,000 Australians were victims of medical
mistakes in 2002", according to the Sunday Mail. Since 2002,
Big Government and Big Medicine have quit keeping these
scary records. Why don't they want you to know the truth?
Put another way, more than 5 million people have been
killed by orthodox medical practice in the past decade, and
20 million have been killed or permanently maimed.
http://besthealth.com.au Oct 15 2009
DON'T BE ONE OF THEM
Medical intervention is a shortcut to dangerous side effects,
death and impoverishment. Prevention is the only answer,
and if you have any of Elaine Hollingsworth's work, you
know that she provides a blueprint for prevention -- all the
way from that "yucky" feeling to "terminal" cancer.
Http://www.hippocrates.com.au/hippocrates-news-archive

La Diosa is devoted to offering
clients a professional and friendly
service featuring the latest
techniques and
products in natural health, beauty
and wellbeing.

Take Control of Your Health
Tenth edition. Over 100,000 copies sold worldwide
Now available at LaDiosa, $37
At last… a No-Holds-Barred Book that Exposes the Lies the
Food Industry and Drug Manufacturing Giants Have Been
Telling Us For Years and What You Can Do To Lead
An Improved and Healthier Life!
Contains Over 350 pages, 27 Chapters and more…
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